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Blue Shift Episode 6 Blackouts

OPENING

Center stage lights turn on revealing Carolyn.

CAROLYN
(this can be improvised if it
hits the right beats)

Good evening everyone, thank you for coming out to Station
tonight! Mr. Rogers taught us that that new fangled VCR
technology is bombarding us and reducing our attention spans,
and Blue Shift doesn't stand in the way of progress. Tonight
we are presenting an evening of Black Outs! What's a black
out, well a Black Out is a very short scene, like this one:

Lights up SR revealing Ryan and Monica.

RYAN
(Holding a cardboard box)

Yeah. I don’t think any other breeders are going to sell you
a purebred, cream-colored golden doodle puppy for under $2000
and this one’s already been neutered…and vaccinated, he never
potties in the house, doesn’t ever bark, and has very light
grooming needs. His name is Jason.

MONICA
(Looking inside cardboard box)

He's dead.

Lights down SR.

CAROLYN
Barely took any time at all! We'll present about thirty
scenes just like that tonight along with a few longer
sketches. Without further stalling for time: Blue Shift
presents Blacked Out!

Black out.

STATUS UPDATE

(Jesse enters, sees a computer monitor.)

JESSE
What do we have here? It looks like Chris left his facebook
profile open. You should never keep your facebook profile
logged in. That is...unless you WANT to be pranked. Hahaha…

(Jesse sits down at computer.)
Dear Friends,I have an important announcement to make. My
favorite thing to eat...is weiners.

(MORE)
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JESSE (CONT’D)
Some of my hobbies include being stupid, and smelling
buttholes. Sincerely, Chris. Hahahaha, he’s gonna be SO
embarrassed.

Chris walks in wearing a bathrobe and spots Jesse at
his computer.)

CHRIS
Hey, who are you? What are you doing in my house?

(Jesse is startled and jumps up. He pulls a ski mask
over his face and grabs the monitor and runs as Chris
pulls out phone.)

CHRIS (CONT’D)
Hello, 9-9-1?

Blackout.

GO TO SLEEP

It's dark but we can hear a woman's voice trying to
sooth someone to sleep.

WILLET
Shhh, shhh. That's it. Just go to sleep. Yes, baby. Uh huh.
Yes, almost there. Eye's are getting heavy. Mmmm Hmmm.

The lights come up and we see a woman strangling Nick
in a chair with a belt. He is no longer responsive or
struggling.

WILLET (CONT’D)
"The chicken is a little dry", he says. 

BLACKOUT

BLACKOUT: NEPOTISM

JESSE
Ryan, you are constantly late. You have two pending
harassment charge and you refuse to stop using the N-word.

RYAN
This again?

JESSE
You are untrainable, you don't understand your job, and you
punched Bernard from Accounting in the face for giving you
quote "fuck me eyes."
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RYAN
You ask him! Those eyes told me to fuck him!

JESSE
You don't understand excel, your work email has an outgoing
message that says, 'out of office' for the past three months
and you won't stop commenting on Linda,from Finance's
hairlip.

RYAN
I'm honest.

JESSE
Son, you gotta be less obvious. Now enjoy your raise. Love
ya, kid.

PARENT'S CONCERN

MONICA
This is no fair, you always have concerns with my boyfriends!

CHRIS
He is unkempt, Lisa! The nasty beard, the crazy clothes, the
long hair!

KELLER
He has shitty attitude, is anti-establishment, doesn't flush
a toilet and... not to mention the body odor.

CHRIS
God, honey can you believe our little girl is dating a
homeless Monica?

KELLER
Oh, no he is a grad student.

WE’RE HAVING A BABY!

A couple is sitting at an elegant dinner table in a
restaurant, holding hands across the table, gazing
happily at one another, and eating.

RYAN
I’m so excited! I can’t believe we’re finally having a baby!

Takes a bite of food.

WILLET
After all these years! We’ve waited so long!
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Scoops a bite from her plate with her fork and puts
it into her mouth.

RYAN
It's really happening! Ten sweet, little baby fingers and ten
chubby, little baby toes!

Picks a bit of food off his plate with his fingers
and pops it into his mouth happily.

WILLET
And that milky, powdery baby smell.

Closes her eyes, inhales deeply, and smiles dreamily.

WILLET (CONT’D)
Heaven.

RYAN

Takes another bite.
It’s just like I imagined -- tender and juicy!

WILLET
Yes, soooo delicious!

BLACKOUT.

GOOD GOING, KID

Jesse (Dad) and Brian (Kid) appear onstage. Jesse
holds the cuff of Brian's collar with one hand and
raises his other hand up. Brian cowers in fear. OOPS!
It's a classic "I'm about to beat my kid" tableau
(sorry guys).

JESSE
I warned you, son!

BRIAN
Dad, don't!

JESSE
No! I told you if you made that grade one more time this was
gonna happen.

BRIAN
Dad, please! I'll never do it again!

JESSE
Sorry son, I'm a man of my word. Best get this over with...
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The kid lets out a sob as the DAD raises his hand
higher. The KID looks up at him and after a moment
reluctantly straightens up to give him a high five.

JESSE (CONT’D)
Alright! A+ in Alegbra!! My son's a genius!

The DAD celebrates with some silly dance moves.

BRIAN
(still upset)

Uh! You're such a dork!

The DAD embraces his son and wiggles him around.

IT'S BECAUSE I'M STRAIGHT ISN'T IT!? PART I

Carolyn meets her moms Monica and Willet.

CAROLYN
Mom, Mom....I have a date to prom and.. well... it may not be
what you’re expecting. Chris!

Chris Enters

CAROLYN (CONT’D)
I’m going to the prom with Chris, I have feelings for him and
there’s nothing you can do to stop me!

Silence.

MONICA
uh…

WILLET
Honey... I ...

CAROLYN
Look I am sorry if my heteronormative behavior disgusts you,
but this is who I am… this is who WE are!

Mom's glance at one another

WILLET
Sweet heart…

MONICA
We have... no problems with you going to the prom with a boy,
honey. I think there is some misunderstanding here. You don’t
have to be gay because we are, you should fall in love with
anyone you want so long as you aren’t behaving in a way that
harms you or others… it’s fine.
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Carolyn laughs bitterly and shakes her head

CAROLYN
This show you two are putting on is more offensive than you
being outwardly hateful and telling my lover—

CHRIS
—Prom date.

CAROLYN
—that he’s a disgraceful piece of human garbage.

WILLET
when have we ever said anything like that, Carolyn?

CAROLYN
Actually, YEAH. I know that I speak for both Chris and myself
when I say that we’d rather you just stood in your hatred and
bigotry!

Carolyn sobs and clings to a visibly confused but
apathetic Chris

I’m so sorry I brought you here. In my heart I knew this
would happen, I just didn’t want to accept it!

CHRIS
They seemed to take it okay...

CAROLYN
shhhhh, save your strength, you’re gonna need it for the rest
of OUR (pointedly at parents) JOINED LIFE together

CHRIS
I'm only going to prom with you.

Blackout.

SEX TALK WITH CHRIS BEANS

Susan (Monica) sits at a microphone, her producer Don
(Jesse) sits nearby.

SUSAN
Welcome to Sex Talk with Chris Beans. As you can tell I am
not Christopher, who's home with a nasty case of snifflies- I
am his mother Susan Beans, and I'm simply tickled pink to
give some sex advice. A little about me: I have been married
to Christopher’s father Jimmy Rutherford Beans for 28 years
so I am plenty qualified to handle any love related
questions.

(MORE)
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SUSAN (CONT’D)
Yes, he took my virginity, but don't kid yourself, I am not
some sexual bore, I know about desires and masturbation. My
husband and I enjoy all aspects of missionary style sex, even
the kinkier ones. Let's go to the phones. Hello caller you
are on Sex Talk with Chris Beans.

WILLET
Hi, I'm a 29 year old straight woman, living in Nebraska, and
my boyfriend and I have been together for about two years and
he loves anal sex, but I cannot get used to it. What's worse
is I have female friends that brag that they love it and it
leaves me feeling like I am not enough for him. I am worried
he may find some slutty Iowan that enjoys anal. Do you have
any advice for a hopelessly in love women who is trying to
figure out how to stay calm during some asshole play?

SUSAN
Oh, dear. Hi caller. Oh boy, yeah, you have asked the right
woman. That is not what that is for. My advice to you is stop
having sex and get married first. Then have genital sex. Keep
the hands, mouths and butts out of it. Those are for the
imagination. Thank you, next caller you are on the air with
Chris Beans.

NICK
Hi, 34 year old male, I am in a monogamous relationship with
my boyfriend, but lately he has been getting into some pretty
heavy sex abuse which I am all about, I am GGG and
everything, but he has been joking when we discuss a safe
word, he say's not this time, then he doesn't respect when i
use a safe word. I don't know what to do, I love him, but I
don't feel like he respects me, and worst of all, I love his
cock and I am afraid I won't find another like it, which I am
sure is silly, can you help me Susan?

SUSAN
Oh boy, oh boy, oh dear, ok, caller are you still there?

NICK
Yes.

SUSAN
My advice to you is stop this cycle of abuse.

NICK
Oh, wow. Ok, that strangely that feels right to me. What do
you recommend I do. Reach out to friends for support?

SUSAN
Not necessary, just head for the hills, and try to find a
nice lady to marry then start thinking about sex.
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NICK
But... I'm gay.

SUSAN
And I love cheesecake, but I can't eat that all the time or
I'll catch the Diabetes. Stay on the line I am going to give
you my pastor's number. Call him for some extra help, and
don't be frugal with the details, he loves consulting gay men
in a very thorough way.

NICK
Um...

(Click)

SUSAN
People sure have a lot of color in their lives don't they?
Caller 3 you are on the air.

KELLER
My boyfriend and sister like to dress like dinosaurs and
paint my face like the rear end of a donkey and go to fuck
town-

SUSAN
Thats all the time we have today, thank you, for joining-

(From offstage)

DON
We have 23 minutes to fill!

Taking her mic off

SUSAN
I can't do this! Don, I am sorry, but I have to leave and
wash all this nastiness off.

DON
Susan, you agreed! If you walk the network'll cancel. Chris
will be out of a job.

SUSAN
Ok well...Hello again caller, you were saying something about
dinosaurs and he said going to frick town-

KELLER
Fuck town.

SUSAN
That's right: Frick town.
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KELLER
It's fuck town, I said fuck town. They go to fuck town on my
face, which is painted like the ass of a donkey. Say fuck
town. Fuck town. Say it. Say Fuck town.

SUSAN
Caller did you have a question?

KELLER
How do I tell my boyfriend he's cramping me and my sister's
style?

DON
Hang up on the caller!

(click)
Listen Susan, I know this is tough for you, but you've got a
lot of wisdom to share...

(pause)
These people are reaching out for a caring ear to help
themselves navigate their romantic lives in an accepted way,
and they don't need to feel judged. We will try to screen the
calls. These people want a little guidance and support...
will you help them?

SUSAN
I suppose i have been a bit judgmental, ok- Give it to me.

DON
Thank you, alright. This next caller is a straight married
woman, are you ready?

Susan nods.

CAROLYN
Hello Susan Beans.

SUSAN
Hi, caller, how can I help you?

CAROLYN
I am a 34 year old straight married woman. My husband and I
have been married for 7 years and over time, we are having
less and less sex, and I am afraid the both of us are just
losing interest in each other? Any advice on how we can spice
up our love life.

SUSAN
Oh, ok, well yes. Yes! I know this one. Years ago, my husband
and I went through a similar spell. We are supposed to be
completely sexually satisfied, him with my yummy yum and me
with his close to average go getter, but it does tend to get
a little stale... So here's what you do.

(MORE)
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SUSAN (CONT’D)
Carve out a little time just for the two of you, to be
together like you used to, find a place outside of the norm-
we used our walk-in closet, but you could use a living room
if you have shutters- put a tarp up on the ceiling, this is
going to "God Proof" the room... take some Magic Shell ice
cream topping- you have been pre-chilling your nipples of
course- pour it over you the trail it creates will define the
bukakke stream for later in the evening, if you have the
means I recommend a harness to allow you a steady rotation
which will allow a corkscrew like effect to occur inside of
you. After a few hours of alternating cold ice and warm
caramel you'll start to- well I won't spoil the surprise.

CAROLYN
That sounds so fun! Thanks Susan.

SUSAN
It's a hoot! Now remember: just in case the omnipotent one
finds a way to watch you must be constantly saying out loud,
"oops I tripped". That gives you plausible deniability.

CAROLYN
Thank you so much!

SUSAN
You are welcome! We'll be back after a quick commercial! Why
can't they all be simple like that?

Blackout.
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SEQUENCE 2

SURPRISE

A group of people are standing in a living room.

CHRIS
Great! Everybody is here. No one parked in front of the
house, did they? We don't want any of our cars to tip him
off.

KELLER
No, we all parked around the corner or in the alley.

CHRIS
Good. Brian should be home any minute.

RYAN
(Excitedly)

Let's all find places to hide.

Everyone runs around the room, eventually settling in
behind furniture or tucked against the walls.

Keller giggles.

KELLER
I'm nervous!

RYAN
Shhhhh!

Chris peers out the window through a crack in the
curtains. There is a few seconds of silence.

CHRIS
(hissing)

Here he comes!

Brian whistles his way to the door and unlocks it. He
steps into the darkened house and flips on the light
switch.

Everyone leaps out from their hiding places with guns
drawn.

ALL EXCEPT BRIAN
(yelling)

Surprise!
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CHRIS
(Pulling Brian's hands behind
his back to cuff him.)

Brian Martin, you are under arrest for the murder of your
wife, Stephanie Martin.

Blackout.

TASTE OF INDIA

Monica and Nick are sitting quietly and tensely at a
table with a plate of naan.

MONICA
I don't care, I'm going to say something. They shouldn't
charge us for the bread if they only brought it out after we
were done eating.

NICK
Oh babe, please don't make a scene this is my favorite Indian
restaurant. They brought out a bunch of other breads so
what's the big deal?

Nick looks up and sees Waiter approaching, then
appeals to Monica.

NICK (CONT’D)
Please don't embarrass me.

WAITER approaches.

JESSE
Is there anything else I can get for you today?

MONICA
Yes, there's been a problem with the food.

JESSE
Oh, my apologies. Was it an issue with the roti? The poori?
The chapati, perhaps?

MONICA
(angrily, holding up naan)

No, it's a naan issue.

NICK
(dismissively, waving hands

"no problem")
No, it's a non-issue.

BLACKOUT.
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DEATH CAN WAIT (BLACKOUT)

Keller IN A BUSINESS SUIT RUSHES IN, CHECKING HER
PHONE HURRIEDLY AND SLIPPING IT IN HER POCKET BEFORE
ENTERING THE WATERCLOSET AND SHUTTING THE DOOR. EERIE
MUSIC BUILDS. DEATH ITSELF (Brian), CLOAK AND
EVERYTHING, APPEARS. IT RAISES ITS ARMS TO TAKE HER
TO THE OTHER SIDE.

Keller exits the watercloset with a flushing noise
behind her and holds her hand up like saying "Stop"
toward DEATH, without breaking stride or looking at
it

KELLER
(blowing him off)

I do not have time today.

Keller leaves. DEATH lowers his arms and then lowers
his head in a disappointed slump.

BLACKOUT

PHOTO

STAGE LEFT FACING STAGE RIGHT: Family getting
themselves prepared for a family portrait Grandfather
& Grandmother (Jesse and Monica), Parents (Willet and
Ryan) and kids (Keller and Nick). Chris adjusts them.

JESSE
This is forever, y'all. So make sure to make it count.

CHRIS
Little girl, chin up so we can see your head.

Keller lifts her chin up.

CHRIS (CONT’D)
And son, if you could shift your shoulder a little to the
left.

Nick shifts his shoulders

CHRIS (CONT’D)
That's good. That's perfect. Now don't move.

WILLET
(Upbeat.)

Remember to smile, everybody!
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CHRIS
(From off-stage.)

READY... AIM... FIRE!

BLACKOUT

BLACKOUT: SATISFACTION

NICK
(Leaning over, hand on Ryan's
shoulder)

I'm just saying a guy like you with a wife like that.

RYAN
You don't have to tell me I am lucky.

NICK
So, look, not to get too personal, you ever made her feel
like a woman?

RYAN
What do you mean?

NICK
C'mon, you know...

(Ryan shakes his head)
Like make her tingle all over, as heat permeates throughout
her entire body. Her heart beating faster, she's shaking all
over and right before she thinks she can't take anymore she
is greeted by fantastic blissful release?

RYAN
Oh!

(laughs)
Of course! I bought her a vibrator last year.

Blackout.

SENSITIVE BABY

Brian starts to have an allergic reaction to the
brownie his girlfriend Keller made for him.

BRIAN
I thought you said there weren't nuts.

Brian starts to rub his chest and throat and wipe
sweat from his forehead.

KELLER
There aren't any.
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BRIAN
Gluten free?

KELLER
Yes gluten and dairy free. I know my baby is sensitive.

BRIAN
Then there must be eggs.

KELLER
(sarcastically)

Yes, there are 4 eggs in it.

BRIAN
What!? Where's my EpiPen?

KELLER
I'm kidding, you dummy! There are no eggs in the brownies.

Brian collapses to the floor.

BRIAN
It must be something.

Keller grabs a bag that looks like powdered sugar.

KELLER
Oh! Oh jeez. That's not powdered sugar- It's anthrax. So,
embarrassing!

BLACKOUT

IT'S BECAUSE I'M STRAIGHT ISN'T IT? PART 2

There are three people in line, Carolyn in second in
line.

NICK
And here’s your cone, see you soon! Alright.

WILLET
Thanks!

Takes cone and walks off stage

NICK
Hey, and what can I get for you? Vanilla?

Carolyn gives a bitter laugh and looks around wildly
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CAROLYN
OH. Ohhhhhhhh. Okay. Wow. Just like that huh? Getting RIGHT
TO IT! UHHHH-HUH-HUH-UN-BE-LEEEEE-VA-BLE!
I MUST want VANILLLAAAAA. HA! Surely that’s the only flavor I
would want. Because ....I’M STRAIGHT!.... RIGHT?

Carolyn squints at Nick

JESSE
hey! order! there are a lot of us in line!

CAROLYN
Oh, just a second,I'm just BE OPPRESSED real quick
Big, straight FREAK must want vanilla…

(loudly to everyone in line)
YOU CAN'T GO ANYWHERE IN THIS COUNTRY ANYMORE!

JESSE
...come on.

CAROLYN
Oh, yeah, you hear that? Freakin' handmaid's tale, I'm not
even aloud to be oppressed.

NICK
Ma’am I'm not stereotyping you. It's just that we only have
two flavors and you ordered vanilla last time so…

CAROLYN
(Bitter smile)

Listen to you. Do you even believe yourself?
(Carolyn puffs out chest,
gathering the strength to
speak)

CAROLYN (CONT’D)
I will take vanilla and I think we both know I'm not going to
be paying for it.

NICK
I’m going to let you have it because I want you to go away.
Not because of your sexual orientation, but because you’re
insufferable as a person in general.

Blackout.

COMMUNITY SERVICE

Brian (white, middle aged, wearing a shirt that says
"College Dreams Foundation") is addressing the
audience as if it were a group of young people.
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There is a projector screen behind him that reads
"College Dreams Foundation Summer Service Learning
Project".

BRIAN
Thank you all for attending this interest meeting for the
College Dreams Foundation Summer Service Learning Project. I
know that summer is valuable free time for young people like
yourselves, and it's an admirable sacrifice to spend two
weeks of it helping those in need.

Slide shows logos of Ivy League schools with their
acceptance rates next to them.

BRIAN (CONT’D)
As acceptance to elite American universities becomes
increasingly difficult, students are forced to strengthen
their resumes with acts of altruism that demonstrate strong
moral character.

Slide shows a white student with arms around a poor
brown/black family in front of a house, a white
student in scrubs with arms around brown/black
children, and a white student pulling water out of a
well surrounded by poor brown/black people (all
suggesting they helped these families while on
volunteer trips).

BRIAN (CONT’D)
More students than ever are spending their summers in the
developing world to rebuild homes, provide medical care, and
improve infrastructure for those worse off than themselves.

Top half of slide shows a row of pictures of students
looking happy, wearing hoodies for top tier schools
(UT Austin, Cornell, Harvard)

BRIAN (CONT’D)
However, these activities are difficult to afford for all but
the most wealthy of first-world families. Since these
experiences have become an unofficial requirement for
acceptance to top tier universities, thousands of bright,
upper-middle class students are being forced to settle for
their safety schools.

Bottom half of slide shows same students looking sad
wearing hoodies for the safety schools of the
previously shown universities (respectively: A&M,
NYU, Cornell)
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BRIAN (CONT’D)
For the next four years, these unfortunate students are
marked by the hoodies of their second tier institutions and
forced to explain to friends and family why they didn't get
into their top choice. It's a dire situation, but with your
help, we can save these suffering young people. At this point
you may be asking yourself, What can I possibly contribute to
this cause? It turns out we can spend a lot less money by
sending people like yourselves, a poor developing world
community, to America in order to recreate the international
service project experience at home.

Slide shows an airplane, box, and a needle, with
monetary values written underneath each.

BRIAN (CONT’D)
You see, for every one of the thousands of American students
sent to the developing world every year, an average of $1,400
is spent on airfare, $1,000 on shipping supplies, and $350 on
vaccines for tropical diseases. And that's just for a one
week trip with absolutely no lasting impact or cultural
exchange!
But with your participation, and the cooperation of our
partnering domestic-international service organizations,
we'll be able to save on travel by sending just a handful of
your people to the States and busing you around to dozens of
different high schools. We also save on shipping supplies
since everything is there, and the need for vaccines is
eliminated since you already have all the diseases.

Next slide highlights the following text with
graphics.

BRIAN (CONT’D)
Your volunteer duties will cover the spectrum of classic
"voluntourism" activities. Some days you will be working with
the housing organization "Measure Twice, Cut Never", posing
for pictures in front of the wooden frame of a house with
American students wearing overalls and hard hats while they
complain about how they worked through lunch and are
"literally starving".
Other days, the medical volunteer group "Hearts of Darkness"
will allow students with no medical training to hold
stethoscopes to your cachectic, shirtless chests while
pictures are taken of this quintessential symbol of the White
Savior Complex. And on the remaining days you will join up
with America's oldest non-profit "Plumbers without Borders,"
helping American students dig a hole in the ground, and then
be photographed while using your newly built restroom so that
the students can later comment during college admissions
interviews about how happy you were even though you had so
little.

(MORE)
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BRIAN (CONT’D)
Just imagine the smiles on the faces of these privileged but
not too privileged American students when they gain admission
to the university of their dreams. Your impact on the lives
of these young people will be remembered for decades after
they graduate from college, as every student loan payment
they make they will be reminded of the sacrifice you made for
their education. Well, that's my pitch. Question in the back?

Brian gestures to Chris

CHRIS (O.S.)
This still sounds like a waste of resources since nothing is
actually being accomplished. I get that it's important for an
American student to be able to say that they helped poor
foreigners and have pictures to prove it and put on their
FaceBook or whatever, but why would we agree to participate
in a project like this when there are so many other ways
those students can use their resources and education to make
a lasting difference, not just abroad, but also domestically
and in their own communities?

BRIAN
Great question. Let's not forget that, just like any
volunteer activity, you'll probably get more out of this
project that the people you are helping. The joy of helping
others is truly the greatest reward you can receive.

CHRIS (O.S.)
I'm not buying it, this whole thing is a scam. There's
nothing in it for us. Let's get out of here guys.

Rustling and students start getting up to walk away.

BRIAN
Did I mention we provide air conditioning, potable water, and
all the McDonald's you can eat?

Rustling stops. Pause for a beat.

CHRIS (O.S.)
When does the plane leave?

BLACKOUT
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PHASE 3

BLACKOUT: JUST LIKE A MAN
A beautiful girl walks by with her child, a man stops to
comment.

RYAN
Where is the husband?

MONICA
Oh he left us.

RYAN
I will raise this child as my own.

MONICA
Wait, I don’t know you from adam we’d have to like date first

RYAN
Shhhhhh… no fighting in front of our baby.

MONICA
Fuck you! Asshole.

RYAN
Right, more conflict. Ok, I'm going out for cigarettes.

MONICA
Oh, you are going to just give up on us, like that huh? Just
like HE did.

DETAILS! DETAILS! DETAILS!

Interior kitchen of a home, a Rabbi (Brian) stands confused
and contemplative. A police officer (Jesse) approaches with a
notepad.

JESSE
Alright rabbi, the medics are working hard to control the
bleeding, but the parents are understandably upset and
frankly still in shock. Just next time remember- Measure
twice, cut ONCE.

E.D. WASHING MACHINE BLACKOUT SCENE

Chris is on the phone.

CHRIS
(weepy)

Tina says she's staying at her sister's until it gets fixed.
(MORE)
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CHRIS (CONT’D)
Yeah. I miss her like crazy. I don't know what to do. She
won't return my calls. I dunno. I can't get it up. It's like,
like it's locked down. I pull up on it, and nothing. When
it's working? I dunno. I blow through like 1 or 2 loads...
then nothing. It used to fill up with fluid really fast, now
- nothing. Lot's of stains. Bedsheets. Underwear. I don't
know what to do. No, no. The dryer works great.

BLACKOUT

THE SHOW
A well-dressed couple is sitting next to each other, both
with opera glasses held up to their eyes.

MONICA
Oh, the grace! The fluidity of movement!

JESSE
Yes, they’re in rare form this evening. Rare form. This is
their best performance yet!

MONICA
And the costuming! Exquisite! That lace must come from
Brussels. It must!

WILLET
(Yelling from offstage)

Dammit, Jesse and Monica! If you don’t quit looking in our
bedroom window, I’m gonna call the cops!

Blackout.

SO CUMULUS

Two people are sitting in chairs, observing.

NICK
(pointing up)

Look! That one looks like a puppy!

KELLER
(pointing up)

And that one looks like a heart!

NICK
(sighs)

You know, I didn’t think working as a gynecologist would be
so calming.

BLACKOUT
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BANANA

Carolyn approaches and flirts with Ryan.

CAROLYN
Is that a banana in your pocket, or are you just happy to see
me?

RYAN
(blushing)

This is embarrassing. I AM happy to see you...

Carolyn cozies up Ryan.

RYAN (CONT’D)
(gets serious)

...AND my penis is a banana.

Blackout.

7 IN HEAVEN

A group of teenage kids are sitting down in a circle
playing the kissing game, seven minutes in heaven.
There is a coke bottle in the middle which they have
spun to choose who has to go into the closet. Ryan
and Willet have been chosen and they standup from the
circle.

KIDS
Oooooo!!

MONICA
Ryan and Sarah it's your turn for seven minutes in heaven.

Monica follows them to the closet.

MONICA (CONT’D)
I'm not letting you out until your seven minutes are up.

The kids giggle and Monica shuts Ryan and Willet in
the closet.

WILLET
I'm really nervous.

RYAN
Me too. We can just tell them we made out if you want.  We
don't have to actually do it.

A light turns on and we see a Man (Jesse) sitting in
a chair with one leg crossed over the other.
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He's got mouth full of food and he's eating a bowl of
broccoli.

WILLET
Who the hell are you?

JESSE
(creepy southern accent)

Fuck you think I am?...This is heaven...I'm God...Now...Go
ahead and give her a kiss, boy. I like to waltch.

BLACKOUT

ALYSSA AND BAILEY TRY TO BE GOOD PEOPLE (SKETCH)

Alyssa (Keller) plays on her phone. BAILEY (Willet)
enters looking distraught.

ALYSSA
Oh that girl Caroline posted a new profile pic for the
billionth time this week.

BAILEY
Is it a selfie?

ALYSSA
Yep.

(throws up a peace sign and
purses her lips)

#nofilter

BAILEY
My boyfriend just broke up with me.

ALYSSA
No shit! You want me throw snakes at 'im? He hates snakes.

BAILEY
That would be great. He said I'm not a good person!

ALYSSA
Oh, that's reasonable. We're pretty shitty.

BAILEY
What do you mean?

ALYSSA
Should I use both snakes and spiders on your ex?

BAILEY
YES.
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ALYSSA
See?

Robert (Chris) enters.

BAILEY
But like. I want to be a good person...

ROBERT
Ladies, could you please keep it down, this is a church.

ALYSSA
Fuck you. That's who.

BAILEY
No! he's got to be a good person. He's got grey hair.

ALYSSA
Why does that-

BAILEY
Like my dad does.

Pause.

ALYSSA
Let's not talk about that. Fine.

(nodding respectfully in
greeting)

Hello, Father.

BAILEY
(she bows, sort of, and says
with too much feeling)

Father-

ALYSSA
Stop it.

BAILEY
What?

ALYSSA
It's weird when you do it.

BAILEY
It's his name.

ROBERT
(humbly, graciously)

My name's Robert.
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BAILEY
But Father-

ALYSSA
Call him Robert.

BAILEY
Fine. Robert, we're trying to become good people.

ROBERT
That's half the battle, but Virtue is not a quick process.

BAILEY
Fuck.

Alyssa glares at her.

BAILEY (CONT’D)
If I have to stop cursing this won't work at all.

ALYSSA
Where do we start, Robert? With God? It's with God, isn't it?
Are you going to tell me it's with God?

ROBERT
...Yes. What's the best way to talk to God?

ALYSSA
Prayer.

BAILEY
Shrooms.

ALYSSA glares at BAILEY.

ROBERT
Prayer.

ALYSSA and BAILEY assume positions of prayer. Moment
of silence.

BAILEY
God better start talking to me. I do not text first.

ROBERT
God reached out first by creating all of us. Just ask God
your questions. He'll reveal the answers.

ALYSSA
God, how do we become good people?

Pause.

BAILEY
Is there an estimate on how long this will take?
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ROBERT
Well, our whole lives.

Pause.

BAILEY
Sounds like God's wasting my time.

ROBERT
Maybe start with smaller questions.

BAILEY
(tentatively)

God. Why is my mom such a bitch?

ALYSSA
(Thinks she's whispering)

Is the rash I have, you know the one, is it gonna go away
with medication?

ROBERT looks horrified.

ROBERT
(agitated)

Ladies. Might I suggest different lines of inquiry.
(to ALYSSA, embarrassed.)

And maybe a doctor.

ALYSSA
How do you know about that?? Did God tell you???

ROBERT
Try something else. Tell God things you're thankful for.

BAILEY
Why? He made them, he knows they're great.

ROBERT
If someone gives you a present, don't you thank them for it?

BAILEY
Psh, not to their face.

ALYSSA
Bailey, let's try.

ALYSSA and BAILEY resume their positions of prayer.
ROBERT closes his eyes and clasps his hands.

ROBERT
God help them.
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ALYSSA
God, thank you for-

BAILEY
Puppies!

ALYSSA
And the nice weather we've been having.

BAILEY
For my new record player.

ALYSSA
For my vintage record player.

BAILEY
For my best friend Alyssa, even if she is a show-off.

ALYSSA
For my best friend, Bailey, even if she is less than
impressive.

BAILEY
For laptops. They're really convenient.

ALYSSA
For Tinder. It's super convenient. It's like ordering a
pizza. Some nights, you just want delivery.

BAILEY
Thank you for the fact that my little brother is getting beat
up at school. The little jerk was becoming a real softie, and
I think he'll be better for it in the long-run. Being six is
no excuse for being a lame-ass.

ALYSSA
Thank you for modern medicine.

(Thinking she's whispering)
I am really concerned about this rash.

ROBERT
Please leave.

BAILEY
Dad?

ROBERT
I mean. I don't know if I can help you on your path. Just go
and follow some simple tenets: Practice forgiveness, love thy
neighbor.

ALYSSA
That's what got me the rash in the first place.
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ROBERT
Go with God. Or just go.

ALYSSA and BAILEY thank him and leave. He sighs. He
turns around. Nick is standing there.

NICK
Hello. I'm trying to be a good person.

ROBERT
(cutting him off)

Get out.

NICK
What?

ROBERT
Get out. I just can't today.

YOUNG Monica hesitates a moment.

NICK
Okay.

YOUNG Monica leaves. ROBERT sighs.

ROBERT
God, why are people... I mean, I know you made them like
this, but why are they such-

BLACKOUT
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PHASE FOUR

BEGGAR HIPSTER

Brian appears onstage, hunched and walking slowly. He
is disheveled and wears round blank circular glasses
and a scarf hanging open from his neck. He shakes a
coffee cup in his right hand, appearing to be
begging.

Three people pass across stage putting coins into the
Monica's cup. He does not respond and continues
looking out of place, desperate, and probably blind.

A fourth person appears onstage and takes the coffee
cup, replacing it with a large Starbucks frap.

Brian stands up tall, throws the scarf over his
shoulder and sips his frap as he goes to take a
selfie. Some kind of shiny music cue plays that gives
us the feeling of "you go boy!" or "you better work"
as the blind Monica reveals to actually be a shabby
fab hipster.

BLACKOUT

BATHROOM

Nick and Willet are sitting at a table. Nick looks
uncomfortable.

NICK
I really gotta use the bathroom.

WILLET
Go ahead man, there are three in the back.

NICK
I know, but they're all single occupancy. I hate knocking on
the door because people always yell at you and then I feel
bad, like I rushed them or something.

WILLET
Just go, One of them is bound to be open.

Nick walks to the back and approaches the first
bathroom. He knocks on the door.

CHRIS
(aggressively)

Someone's in here!
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NICK
(startled)

Oh, sorry.

Nick shuffles to second door and knocks.

MONICA
(aggressively)

Occupied, use another room!

NICK
(startled)

Pardon me.

Nick shuffles to third door and knocks.

JESSE
(pleasantly)

Come in.

HOW THE CHAIRS HAVE TURNED (BLACKOUT)

WOODWORKING SHED. Ryan PUTS FINISHING TOUCHES ON AN
ELEGANT CHAIR. HE SITS BACK, WIPES HIS BROW, AND
INSPECTS HIS CREATION. HIS FACE SHIFTS.

RYAN
DAMN IT.

MONICA
(shouting from other room)

WHAT Ryan?

RYAN
I WAS BUILDING A TABLE.

DECORATIONS

Keller ENTERS THE ROOM WITH A BOX LABELED
"DECORATIONS".

JESSE
Oh boy, is it September already!? We always have the best
decorations on the street.

The mother pulls out a couple sky scraper decorations
from the box. 

KELLER
Not quite, but I thought we'd put them up a little early this
year to make the neighbors jealous.

(MORE)
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KELLER (CONT’D)
It brings me such joy that even as a teenager you still like
to help out with the holiday decorations.

Jesse pulls out an airplane

JESSE
Of course! But my favorite part is taking them down- that's
all the fun!

The son reaches in the box and pulls out an airplane
decoration.

KELLER
It sure is sport, but you know the family 9/11 rule!

JESSE AND KELLER (CONT’D)
If you don't help set them up you can't help knock em down!

Jesse runs around the room with his arms straight out
like wings on a plane. He makes a crashing sound with
his mouth.

BLACKOUT

BLACKOUT: THANK GOD YOU ARE ALIVE!

From one side of the stage we see a very bearded
gangly man and his wife on the very far side. She see
him. He has been gone a very long time.

WILLET
Oh Brian! It really is you! You survived on a deserted island
for ten years!

BRIAN
Oh my darling you waited for me!

WILLET
I knew you would find a way to survive and come home to me!

They begin running in slow motion toward each other
as music plays. Joyfully, finally they get close to
embrace and Brian purses his lips. Keller turns him
aways at the last second.

WILLET (CONT’D)
Nope. Nope. Too scratchy, shave first. Gross.
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ALL I CAN THINK OF WHEN MY COWORKERS TALK ABOUT WOMEN IS THAT
THEY SOUND LIKE SERIAL KILLERS

Nick and Ryan stand center stage looking outward
toward the audience

RYAN
Dude, check out the chick at table 3, she's totally bangin'

NICK
Oh shit, bro!! Check out that rack...I mean, DAMMNNN, dude.
You know what I'd do if I had 10 minutes with her.

RYAN
Oh I know...

Nick and Ryan smile and have a really gross "bro"
moment in which they do some kind of bro high five or
handshake, then turn back to looking outward.

NICK
Oh shit, she's standing up...wait a sec. That rack's totally
a 10, but check out those legs...barely a 7 and that ass...

RYAN AND NICK (CONT’D)
FLAAAT!

RYAN (CONT’D)
Damn, dude. NONE of the girls in here are up to our
standards. Red dress's legs are a 9 but everything else is a
6. Mini skirt's got a 10 for a face, but her tits are like a
4, and tube top's arm's make her a 6, at best.

NICK
These chicks ain't worth the trouble dude...wait! Check out
the blonde walking in.

Ryan and Nick's eyes follow from right to left
following the invisible hot chick crossing the room.

RYAN
DAMN, SON! You know what I'd do if I had 10 minutes with her.

NICK
Hell yeah I know, bro!

NICK AND RYAN (CONT’D)
CUT OFF ALL HER BODY PARTS AND STORE THEM IN THE FREEZER!

They do their gross bro high five/handshake again,
then pull out rubber gloves, masks and begin putting
them on.
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BLACKOUT

IT'S BECAUSE I'M STRAIGHT ISN'T IT? PART III

Couple walks past Carolyn as she sits. They look
around in general. One nods to her.

CAROLYN
(Rolls eyes and sighs)

Yeah, have a look at the big, straight freak, how DARE she
come out in public right?? Show my penis loving face. The
horror! Hide your children!

(to herself)
This is your life Carolyn. This is YOUR life.

Ryan approaches Carolyn

CAROLYN (CONT’D)
(through her teeth for the
"omg" part)

Oh MY GOD. Yes! I’m straight!
(gestures wildly to her face
and body). )

But guess what, buddy, it doesn’t mean I’m attracted to every
guy I see! Maybe I’m not even available! Maybe I am available
but I’m not looking! Huh! did you ever consider that! yeah.
Don’t worry about it. I’m just trying to drink my tea and
stay away from anyone. Not gonna let my heterocentric
tendencies take control of my mind.

Carolyn scoffs and goes back to her tea.

RYAN
Well. … I was just going to ask if I could borrow this chair
that you’re not using. But now I know you’re straight! And
annoying.

CAROLYN
Go ahead and take it.

RYAN
I will. I'm gay by the way.

CAROLYN
Not with pants like that.

Blackout.

BIRTHDAY PARTY

STAGE WITH CHAIRS ALL AROUND.
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Jesse walks onto stage and starts hanging "Happy
Birthday" banner. Walks off stage-left.

Jesse walks on-stage with table decoration. Slowly &
fastidiously moves decorations to be symmetrical on
the table.

Walks off stage-left.

Jesse walks on-stage with mixing bowl & ingredients.
She cracks egg, pours powder, adds water. Walks off
stage-left.

Jesse walks on-stage with 3 balloons on string. He
slowly ties each balloon to a chair. Walks off stage-
left.

Jesse walks on-stage with party plates and utensils.
Places them on table. Walks off stage-left.

Jesse walks on-stage and brusquely tossed confetti
onto the table.

Walks off stage-left.

Jesse walks on-stage and around table with stirring
mixing bowl with cake mixer.

Walks off stage-left.

Jesse walks on-stage and tacks a Pin the Tail on the
Donkey poster on the wall.

Walks off stage-left.

Jesse walks on-stage with completed birthday cake.
She places it down on the table. She doesn't know
what to do with herself now that's she's finished
with party preparations. She looks around awkwardly,
checks her watch. She nods to herself. She sits down
at the chair and immediately sulks her shoulders a
bit.

JESSE
(Singing slowly, somberly and
with a trembly voice.))

Happy Birthday to me... Happy Birthday to Me... Happy BIRTH--

Phone ringer interrupts his song. Jesse stops singing
and reaches into pocket for phone. She doesn't
recognize the number but answers it anyway, filled
with a little bit of hope.
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JESSE (CONT’D)
(A little excited.)

Hello?!

Jesse pauses for response.

JESSE (CONT’D)
(Dejectedly.)

Oh... no. You have the wrong number.

Jesse pauses for response.

JESSE (CONT’D)
Yeah, no, I've had this number for quite some time.

Jesse pauses for response.

JESSE (CONT’D)
Yup. That's okay.

Jesse pauses for response.

JESSE (CONT’D)
No, that's quite alright. It happens.

JESSE (CONT’D)
Yup, have a good night.

Jesse pauses for response.

JESSE (CONT’D)
You too. Thank you. G'night.

Jesse hangs up phone & puts it back in his pocket.
She returns his attention to what he was doing. Jesse
feels awkward, unsure about what to do now. She
stares forlorn at the cake. She takes a deep inhale &
sighs.

JESSE (CONT’D)
(Singing in the same flat
tone, he starts over.)
Happy Birthday to me...

BLACKOUT


